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Matrix Series suffixed g/h/i(j).

Recorded by William Sinkler Darby.

Introduction.

The files contained on this disc cover the bulk of the wax cut recordings by Darby from 1901 until
September, 1909 and bear his indicating letters as suffixes.  In other words, they form the content of his
regular series for the Gramophone Company.  His other work was listed in the “suf-A(D)” series of zinc-
etched material  (contained on MAT101) but  after  he ceased to  use  the  letters  g/h/i  in 1909 further
recordings by him can be found in the London “HO” series (on MAT115) and in Will Gaisberg’s d/e/f
triplet (on MAT103).  A few earlier wax cut records in Fred Gaisberg’s “suffix-a” series bear Darby’s
ititials and are almost certainly part of a familiarisation process made necessary by the introduction of
the new method of making records.

Why Darby ceased to use the his regular indicating letters in 1909 is not known, but it is most likely that
it was because from then he was attached to the London Office and no longer sent on exhausting tours to
exotic places.  Darby, like the Gaisbergs, was a protégé of Emil Berliner.  He arrived in London in 1899
after finishing a recording session in St Petersburg, Russia, organised by the Berliner brothers and before
taking part in the 1899 “six cities” tour which established the Gramophone throughout Europe.  In the
making of his regular series of wax cut recordings he travelled extensively all over Europe and beyond,
producing a total of over 10,000 records, over 1000 of which came from a visit to the Far East in 1905.
Details of his travels and of his output are listed elsewhere on this disc and attention is drawn to Michael
Kinnear’s book, listed at the end of the Artist Index for a proper treatment of the visit to India.

In 1990 Darby’s daughter, Miss Kathleen Darby presented a collection of mementoes of her father to
EMI.  Among the photographs, private records and other material there is a menu card from Pagani’s
Restaurant  in London,  “LUNCH given to  WILLIAM SINKLER DARBY on the termination of  his
connection with the Company, by his Colleagues, with whom he was associated for over twenty years.”
This is signed by, among others, Fred Gaisberg, Landon Ronald, Peter Dawson and George Baker, and is
dated 16th October, 1920.

It seems that after leaving, Darby started his own private recording studio, making records for members
of  the  general  public  and  being  “very  good  with  children”,  according  to  his  advertisements.   The
collection contains “Darbycord” records dated from 1921 and 1922 but the project does not appear to
have  lasted  for  very  long,  since  in  1924  he  sailed  on  the  Majestic to  New York  where  he  joined
Brunswick Records.

William Sinkler Darby was born in Orangeburg County, North Carolina, on 8 th October, 1878 and died in
1948.
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